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 The ancient waterways of the United Kingdom can be searched for mystery artefacts, from Chinese plate cuneiform tablets to
lanceheads and small Roman coins. You can’t sit on an unproven find – you must be able to prove your claim before the

landowner will get involved. Make your way to British Heritage Coast for more treasure-trove like the Iron Age bronze hafted
knife found off the south coast. An introduction to metal detecting Learning how to use a metal detector is the first and most
important step in treasure hunting. While you can purchase your detector, this may be prohibitively expensive for a beginner.

For a more affordable option you can simply buy a metal detector toy. Make sure it is suitable to your skill level and will
provide a good starting point for your hobby. Once you have bought your detector, the next step is to practice and hone your
skill. Although a detector is always a good tool to have when searching, using metal detectors will make you a better treasure
hunter. Begin with simple exercises such as metal detecting and learn how to use the equipment, before moving on to a more
advanced skill set. By practicing, you will have an in-depth knowledge of how the detector works and will have the chance to
learn about other important aspects of the hobby. Once you have completed the exercises, the final step is to purchase a real
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metal detector. However, for a hobbyist, you may be able to get all the equipment you need for less money. Are you ready to
start hunting for buried treasures? Aerial detecting Aerial metal detecting (or Aerial GD, as it is known in the hobby) is where
metal detectors are flown over a land mass by helicopter, for example, to search for buried treasure. If you are looking for a
change of scenery, this might be for you. This particular treasure hunting technique has become more popular, but still only

occurs a few times a year. To use this method, you will need the expertise of a helicopter pilot to fly a metal detector over the
land mass. Alternatively, you can use a hand-held metal detector with the assistance of a local landowner. Learn more about
Aerial detecting here. Underwater detecting Another way to search for hidden treasures is to detect them underwater. It may

seem obvious that hidden items can be found under water, but there are so many different types of sea floor that this is still an
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